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DISCLAIMER

→ This presentation is for informational purposes only
→ The content is point-in-time information, subject to revision
Glass is X12's online viewer, providing easy and convenient web-based access to many X12 products, including:

- EDI Standard
- Code Source Directory
- Design Rules and Guidelines
- EDI Standard Figures
- Control Standards
- Technical Reports
Content and Features Include:

→ All available versions of the X12 EDI Standard with a growing number of implementation guides and versions

→ Centralized site for X12 content: https://products.x12.org/

→ Simple menu with selections to view different products, change password, or access the help site: https://GlassHelp.x12.org/

→ Ability to easily switch between versions of the EDI Standard or implementation guides
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Introduction

This listing of X12 products includes Standards and other works designed to assist with implementation of those Standards. Ultimately, the listing will include other X12 work products. Some of these products are composed of lower level works.

*Products followed by an asterisk require a Subscription to Glass.

Read more about Glass.

About X12 Work Products

- X12 EDI Standard
  An ANSI-accredited set of standardized segments and elements, organized into transaction sets and documented in the EDI Transaction Set Directory, Segment Directory and Data Element Dictionary. Click X12 EDI Standard* on the Table of Contents to the left, then select a version.

- Interpretation
  An official clarification related to implementation of an X12 product. View X12’s Request for Interpretations
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→ X12’s continues to enhance this online viewer with additional content and functionality

→ Most 008010 technical reports are now available in Glass

→ The 008020 version of the EDI Standard is now available in Glass

→ 008020 Technical Reports are coming soon
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Technical Report Library

Documents that facilitate consistency across EDI implementations. X12 produces four types of technical reports.

This page is for information only. Select an individual Technical Report to read that Technical Report.
Viewing HIPAA-mandated X12 Implementation Guides in Glass

- Technical Report Library
- Versioned Technical Reports
- Implementation Guides (TR3)
  - 005010 Version
  - X12N - Insurance
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1. Select an implementation guide from the Table of Contents

2. The summary page is displayed in the content pane

3. Click on the hyperlink to open and view the implementation guide
Glass seats are granted to individual people

- Licenses are non-transferable, providing access to view the content in Glass for internal use to an organization
- X12 members receive complimentary Glass seats for primary and alternate representatives
FEEDBACK. IDEAS. QUESTIONS?

WE WANT TO HEAR IT ALL, TELL US AT X12.ORG/FEEDBACK
STAY CONNECTED

→ Learn more about X12 at X12.org

→ Stay informed by following X12

@x12standards on Twitter

#X12 on LinkedIn